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ABSTPdCT
My seeks evidence on the understandability of the textual narrative of
risk information by using the Cloze Procedure. Based on Bormuth's
cent cloze criterion reference point, the results show that the narrative
urderstandable. Compared to other narrative from the same section of
Discussion and Analysis, the market risk narrative is more
to understand. The implication of these results is that market risk
is not accessible for unsophisticated readers. In addition, firms that
a higher level of derivatives activities are found to write market risk
in a more understandable manner than less active ones. The
of these active financial firms therefore should be more carefulfuir communication effectiveness. This group of firms which is also
of asset size is more likely to commit resources toward presenting
and effictive message to intended readers.
ABSTPI/.K
ini adalah untuk menguji kebolehfahaman telcs mengenai risiko
hqan mengguruakan kaedah cloze. Berdasarl<an 57 peratus kriteria
Bormuth, tel<s ini tidak berapa boleh difahami. Dibandingkan
daripada seksyen yang sama (Perbincangan dan Analisis
telcs mengenai isiko pasaran hanya boleh difahami dan dengan
na* pembacaan golongan pengguno-penggutut sofistit<ated sahaja,juga menunjukknn bahawa ( sepertimana yang dijangkakan) firma-
yang aktif dalam kegiatan derivatif ini mempersembahl<an
dalam keadaan yang mudah difohami. Ini menunjukkan bahawa
ini agak mengambil berat mengenai keberkesanan dalam
Firma-firma ini yang juga besar berdasarkan saiT aset,
menyediakan peruntukan dalam usaha untuk menjadikan
fth merelea sampailan boleh difahami dan efektif kepada para
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INTRODUCTION
There has been quite extensive literature on the importance of market risk
information for external users of annual reports (e.g., Basle Committee 1994;
Casson 1996; usceo 1994; Young 1996). However, rather surprisingly, no
one has ever gone further and studied the information about market risk from
a communication perspective, specifically on its communicative effectiveness.
The present study attempts to examine the effectiveness of financial firms
dealing with financial derivative instruments in communicating information
about market risk, by investigating the understandability of the nanative. Then,
this study will also attempt to compare the results with the measured under-
standability levels of other narratives and observe relationships with other
variables related to financial firms.
The remainder of this paper is divided into six sections. The following
section discusses the importance of understandability. An explanation of cloze
procedure follows in the third sdction. The fourth section reviews
publications related to understandability studies and develops the research
hypotheses. The fifth section explains the experimental methodology. The
results are analysed in the sixth section. The paper ends with the conclusions
in the seventh section.
MARKET RISK AND THE IMPORTANCE OF UNDERSTANDABILITY
Market risk arises due to changes in market price and in interest rate and
foreign exchange rate fluctuations that may result in a decrease in the market
value of a financial instrument. Market risk disclosure, like other information
disclosed in the annual report must be understandable to make it useful for
decision making. For information to be useful, it must be capable of being
understood (clce 1991). Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No' 2
includes understandability as a user-specific quality that helps users perceive
the significance of information.
The benefits of information can be increased by making it more understandnble and"
hence, useful to a wider circle of users (FASB 1980).
Parker, Ferris, and Otley (1989) in explaining the importance of
understandability, mention that accounting information which is not under-
standable, for example, because of excessive use of technical jargon, limis
the social accessibility of financial reports to the intended audience. Social
accessibility refers to situations where certain message decoding skills are not
available to a sector of the potential audience, thereby precluding effective
communication.
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Tb cloze procedure is one of the techniques normally used to measure
naerstandauility. Although there are other techniquest available, for example,
Efalse, mdtifle choice, fifl-in, etc., a thorough search of the literature revealsl*t t1s cloze procedure is the most acceptable technique'
\\e ctozi procedure was first developed by Taylor (1953) as a new
pychological tool for measuring the effectiveness of communication. The
'dn 
*i""pt is derived from the term "closure" which is borrowed from the
ftrrft school of psychology. According to Atkinson, Atkinson' Smith' andi.- (f qq:) this sihool of piychology developed as an attempt to explain the
rmplex phenomena invotved in human perception' The psycho-logical
rr"*t,".developedtothatdateseemedatalosstoexplainthedifferenceli*oo what actually was occurring (sensations) and what human beings
trl to perceive. For example, what in reality, is a series of individualjrres, rapidly shown and varying only slightly, is perceived as a. picture
if ,or"rnent. A mosaic is really a large number of individual pieces of
Erial, yet it is perceived as a picture' Through a study of complex
g*ptoui phenomena, the gestalt psychologist arrives at a series of
ft_.tr r, laws, one of which is the law of closure- which stated that when5}H- object is presented with some detail lacking, there is a psycho-
iid tende;cy to see that object as a whole unless a deliberate attempt is
b to find a missing Part.
Rom this .on."pt,-Tuylor (1953) infers that the same psychological
cy would exisi with respect to written materials, that is if there arejpieces, there would,bJ a natural psychological tendency for people
io *re gapt to try to achieve a complete whole'
Orz, pto'""aure, ii applied to reading, requires the subject to fill in a
.*rllyawholeword,whichhasbeenomittedinthetext'Inorderto
E the iubject must complete the language pattern of the writer by filling
34u, 
".g- by supplying "looks" 
in "The boy ":" "' through the
. f" 
"tO"i 
to Jo*pt"t" such blank in an extract from a passage' the
Erst be able to react according to a number of criteria:
!i& a word according to grammatical rules'
,H a word with the correct meaning'(bce a word that fits in best with the language pattems and vocabulary
qloyed by the author.
b doze procedure involves accuracy in that the reader cannot hope to
ifu blanks if he or she cannot recognise the majority of words given.
a full understanding of the text and therefore comprehension"
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LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES
PREVIOUS LTTERATURE ON UNDERSTANDABILITY
OF ACCOUNTING NARRATIVES
Although the cloze procedure was originally introduced as a
assessing reading comprehension and was recommended for the
teacher to adopt, its uses as an evaluation tool for reading have expanded in
many directions over the past two decades. There are at least nine empirical
published studies that assess the effectiveness of communicating accounting
information by adopting a cloze procedure. Four of these (Adelberg 1979;
Adelberg & Lewis 1980; Smith & Taffler t992a,1992b) specifically focus on
the accounting information in annual reports. None of the studies examines
the understandability of market risk narratives.
The studies by Adelberg (1979), Adelberg and Lewis (1980), and Smith
and Taffler (1992a,lggzb) concluded that accounting information is not well
understood. Adelberg (L979) conducts the first published cloze-based study of
corporate annual reports using a questionnaire survey of professional
accountants. A non-random sampling plan was used to select a total of sixteen
corporations. Adelberg uses the cloze ptocedure to measure the understan-
dability of four different types of narrative disclosures:
1. Standardised footnote (i.e., the footnote required by Accounting Principles
Board Opinion No. 22 "Accotnting Policies").
2. Non-standardised footnote (i.e., the footnote required by Financial
Accounting Standards Board Statement of Financial Accounting Standards
No. 5 "Accounting for Contingencies").
3. Management analysis of operation.
4. Qualified auditor's report.
of the four types of message tested, the management's analyses of
operations and standard format footnotes are not understandable mostly
because they contain technical terminology and numbers, and make
references to specific financial statement items and amounts. The mean cloze
scores for management's analyses of operations is 56.6 per cent, for standard
footnotes it is 58.4 per cent, for non-standard footnotes it is 61.4 per cent and
for qualified auditors' reports it is 64.3 per cent. Based on the Bormuth (1968)
57 per cent cloze criterion level, Adelberg concludes that, management's
unuiy."r of operations and standard format footnotes do not communicate to
sophisticated users.
Adelberg and Lewis (1980) conducted a laboratory experiment and tested
four different types of statement to 20 volunteer audit seniors. The four state-
ments selected were:
-I
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L Bangor Punta Corporation's note prepared to comply with apn opinion
No. 22, Disclosure of Accounting policies.
t" The Anaconda company's note prepared to comply with Financial
Accounting Standards Board Statement No. 5, Accounting for
C-ontingencies.
lf, McDonnell Douglas Corporation's management analysis of operations
prepared to comply with Securities and Exchange Commission
Accounting Series Release No. 159.{t Allegheny Power Systems' qualified auditor's report prepared to comply
rith the American Institute of cpas fourth standard of reporting.
hitially, the 20 audit seniors were tested using the original statements.ftresrlts showed that narrative disclosures were not well understood. Thenftsements were rewritten to improve their understandability. The results
that all the rewritten excerpts were better understood than the
ItFrls. The average understandability scores, were greater than the 57 per
Frcriterion level. This indicates that, on average, the rewritten passages do
icate effectively to these sophisticated users.
Smii6 nn6 Taffler (1992a, L992b) studied the understandability of
; narratives on two different groups of users, accounting under-
and accounting practitioners. The narratives are based on extracts
chairmen's narratives of faited and non-failed companies from 197g
The results showed that the practitioners, scores range from 43.5 per5 72.9 per cent across 18 tests with a mean of 57.5 per cent, as
with the students'range of 33.2per cent to 62.7 per cent with ad 48.5 per cent. For the accounting undergraduates, they failed to
10 out of 18, ahd 15 oui of 18 passages, respectively, when
against Bormuth's (1968) 57 per cent cloze cljte1ron reference point.
T}NDERSTANDABILITY OF MARKET RISK NARRATIVE
derivative instruments and market risk measurement methodology
ad the terminology involved may be too technical and sophisticated
fbe sophisticated users, Literature on accounting and finance agreeftncial derivative instruments are new and complex. Due to their
rt5r, mmy people including some senior managers do not really
these instruments ("Taming the Derivatives Beast, 1992;
W 1992). This lack of understanding about the instruments has
!ry firms rely on the knowledge of specialists (Lipin 1993).ffig on the previous research on understandability, this study attempts
a ,lE focus of previous studies by examining the understandabilityof
rfot narratives. In the case of market risk narratives, it is possible to
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hypothesise that these narratives are not very understandable (based on
Bormuth's 57 per cent cloze criterion reference point). The expectation is that,
there are technical terms related to financial derivatives and many of those
terms are very sophisticated. The excessive use of such terminology may be
reflected in the understandability levels of the market risk narratives. We,
therefore, propose the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 1: Market risk narratives are not well understood.
DIFFICULTY OF UNDERSTANDING MARKET RISK NARRAIIVE
COMPARED TO OTHER NARRATIVES
In the previous literature, there is no published research comparing any
narratives within the same section. Therefore, it seems prudent to test the
difference of readability levels of market risk narratives against the rest of the
narratives within the same section. In^comparing market risk narrative disclo-
sures with other narrative disclosures within the Management Discussion and
Analysis sections, we can expect that the market risk disclosures are more
difficult to understand. This is because most of the disclosures concern two
items:
1. Financial derivative instruments.
2. The methodology the particular financial firm uses in market risk
management, i.e., the Value-at-risk methodology, a method of assessing
risk that uses standard statistical techniques routinely used in other
technical fields.
Unlike the rest of the narrative disclosures in the management discussion
and analysis, these messages are written using words which are not
customarily used in daily business or financial reports. The following hypo-
thesis is, therefore, proposed.
Hypothesis 2: Market risk narratives are more dfficult to understand as
compared with the other narratives within Management's
Discussion and Analysis section,
UNDERSTANDABILITY OF MARKET RISK NARRATIVE AND ITS RELAIIONSHIP
WITH NOTIONAL AMOUNT OF DERIVATIVE INSTRUMENTS
One particular study examines the relationships between understandability level
and the financial variables of companies. Adelberg (L979) tests for statistical
significance whether level of understandability of the type of message varies
directly with the change in earnings per share from 1974 to 1975 of the source
corporation. The tests, using Pearson Product-Moment correlation, show that
Qffectiveness of Market Risk Disclosures
analyses of operations and standard format footnotes reveal no
between understandability and performance. A similar test of
between the understandability of nonstandardised messages and
is statistically significant (r = .22, p < .01). According to Alelberg,
the "management oriented" approach to financial reporting, and
6at managers are influenced, perhaps unconsciously, by a ,,good',fi "bad" year when they write their non-standardised narrative
fr extend the findings of Adelberg's study, it is possible to formulate a
is about the relationship between the understandability level of market
Eative and the derivatives trading activity of the financial firm. The
a financial firm's activity as measured by the notional amount, might
an important influence on the understandability of the market risk
2 As a financial firm becomes more active, it should have more
for the level of understandability of the narrative disclosures
those related to derivatives. According to Dolde (1996) there is a
darionship between the derivatives trading activity and the firm size.
sntdy he finds that the majority of users of derivatives for risk
seem to be large firms. The size of the financial firm might be
in the transparency of the accounting disclosure. The management
big financial firms will therefore be more careful about their
and will be more likely to commit resources to presenting
and effective message to the intended report readers. The
hypothesis is, therefore, proposed.
3: The level of understandability of market risk narratives
correlates positively With the notional amount of derivative
instruments.
UNDERSTANDABILITY AND LANGUAGE USED
rc of the previous studies on understandability has looked into the
between understandability level and the first language of the
where the financial firm is based, it is important to formulate a
in relation to this point:
4: There is a relationship between the first language of the
country where the financial firm is based and the under-
standability level of the report narrative.
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
The objective of this experiment 
is to investigate the understandabilit-v
or the subjec* on u""ffiTi'#*iffiH;"filr:i}.lHf jects accoun::il;;ffired bv conducting c/oze tes
hvpotheses' The data tgl t:" *';:- ,;;.lnnuut reports of finan.,.'l
;:l* 
"il; ;":"'t:, ll Ii:'""H Ji:IJf.,lll *"^ ;;ir s or how thethat deal with financtat 
-
"JL."a 
are discussed next'
SAMPLE SELECTION
tJJTffi^t;iil" *u*pr" selection process'
TABLE 1. SamPle selection Process
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rheannuarreportsare.l::l:T:,i:llr[i:1"i,.,m:*li'd;ffi
40 financial firms is ,T;;;;.;ir trre. fin31o* 
this sample of 40 tumof financial derivattves;;;;; 
.;"rTl1_T 
annuar reporrs which codsecurities firms in tnlT. 
,, made.by selectlngiir*r, unott'"' t*ll',,i',i;;;;r;*"nt Discussion and Analvsis seco
market risk discussron , ,^r^^+inn nr s.
Bank Securities Tul
Firm
Annual RePorts Received
i"r"i".o in D"tiuatiutt ^litll.t]". is selected)
l?lt$'"|^ii:T'l' fflld;lil in 
"*'oao 
s"''i""
86 15 101
70 10 80
35540
12012
?;l' 8:il"Jffi;ili Y:*'.1ry9
MAlERIALS
Two passages from the. management's 
discussion;::]:tlJ;: I"6:h '
;;""r:i;;;" market risk' and the.other pTffi*';d""-*'ion and analv
the narratives must come 
from th: manace:X:Xt;-t il;;;;ssages wit
sectioninordert*u*"'l'v'i"*"i"?ilT:""1d-",t1""":ffi*'"'i?i:^t'
[iff tillt* :*:r'm:"iin: jkd*:; tiit:; l;:'
;*i*i5":J:tl:1:::ffi '.1x#:ii:isi:,'*tt*.r
, *,-;;; n,"),j:: 1if ;:T:;lTf 3:f :lColeman (1967) use
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h constructing cloze tests to be applied to the narrative disclosures
in annual reports, we choose to delete every fifth word, This is the
ooNnmon pattern used. One reason is that if there are fewer than four
between deletions, completion of a blank becomes more dependent
pevious blanks, This is undesirable, since if a person misses an earlier
he is almost certain to miss some later ones for this reason alone (Klare
tnD.
A 5, 10, 15 ... word deletion is used as recommended by Klare et al.
because it gives the subject four words on each side of the first blank
him. The first sentence is left as it is without mutilation in order to
b subject.
A word is usually defined by the blank spaces separating it from other
(e.9., u.K, and Value-at-risk would all be single words). Numerals are
as a unit unless they are spelled out. Each deleted word is replaced
e standard-sized blank.
SUBJECTS
of 200 academics involved with teaching and/or researching in the
finance at higher institutions from all over the United Kingdom were
s subjects. Their names and institution addresses were selected
from The British Accounting Review Register (Gray & Helliar
TEST ADMINISTRATION
object is mailed a test package,consisting of the following.
I gusonalised covering letter which explains the nature of the research
and the importance of their participation.
instruction sheet (see Appendix A).
doze test (see Appendixes B and C for a sample test).
df-addressed retum envelope (100 of them are stamped).
fu, cloze test, each subject received two textual messages, a market
disclosure and another narrative. Both messages are from the
of information (a financial firm) selected at random from the
firms.
self-addressed retum envelopes are enclosed because Scott (1961)
produces a higher response rate. Subjects are expected to
minutes completing the test. This is based on pilot runs of the
of 10 accounting and finance research students.
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TABLE 2. Number of usable responses per source information
SCORING THE C'OZE TESTS
A subject's response is scored as correct when it gives the exact-worddeleted-
words wittr spettings errors are considered correct as long as it is evident thd
the respondent intenaeo to write the word originally deleted. The decision to
accept;erbatim (exact replacement) scoring is based on a considerable amouil
of experimental evidence as well as practical considerations (Bormuth 1968)'
The scores are graded according to benchmark criterion reference point of57
per cent.
RESULTS
As shown in Table 2, there are 78 responses out of the 400 tests mailed (39
Lr, 
"r 
200 subjects) giving an overall response rate of 19.5 per cenr. The
i"rponr" ,ut", ilthoogh tow, is more than reasonable for a mail survey' The
,"rionr" rates of prlvious cloze-baied studie'3 ranged from 17.8 per cent
lAdetberg lgSD 6 22per cent (Adelberg 1979)' Of these respondents' 31 of
in"* *J from the ,oL3""6 provided with stamped self-addressed return
envelopes.
However,wecannotbesurethattheresponsesarerepresentativeofthe
originalsampledrawn.Todealwiththispotentialnon-responsebias,the
*eltfrod usedby Oppenheim (1978), which compare early respondents with
late ones, was imployed. By following his suggestion' mean cloze scores are
calculated for each test (foimarket risk narrative and the other narrative) for
the first 19 respondents and for the last 20 respondents. Next, a r-statistic is
Financial Firm Market Risk Narrative Other Narrative
1
2
J
4
5
6
7
8
9
l0
1l
L2
Total
5
4
J
J
J
J
5
4
J
2
2
2
39
5
4
J
J
J
5
4
J
2
2
2
39
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for each test pair (early respondents and late respondents) in order
Est for significant difference between the means. The results show that
means (relating to market risk and other narratives) of the 19 pairs are
significantly different at the .10 level. Therefore, a non-response bias
does not exist.
Table 3 shows the scores of cloze test results for market risk narrative.
mean score for the market risk narrative is 54.65 per cent, hence lower
the 57 per cent minimum cloze score criterion suggested by Bormuth
to constitute understandability. Therefore, Hypothesis 1, which states
market risk narratives are not well understood by sophisticated users is
. This finding is consistent with previous research on the under-
ty of accounting narratives in annual reports (e.g., Adelberg 1979;
& Lewis 1980).
TABLE 3. Cloze Test Results for Market Risk and other Narratives
Firm Market Risk Narrative Other Namative
65
1
7
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
l0
ll
t2
55.20
50.00
56.33
52.00
60.00
50.00
42.00
65.00
46.33
58.00
60.00
61.00
61.00
51.50
6t.67
65.00
58.00
62.00
54.60
70.00
51.67
63.00
72.00
59.00
2 expresses that market risk narratives are more difficult to
as compared with the other narratives within Management's
bn and Analysis section. This hypothesis is tested by comparing the
dthe cloze scores of respondents for market risk narratives and other
Refening to Table 3, it can be seen that the market risk narrative
difficult to understand as compared to the other narrative within the
rction. The average cloze scores for the market risk and other
are 54.65 per cent and 60.79 per cent respectively.
difference in narratives complexity between market risk and other
is then tested using the paired-samples r test. The results show that
statistically significant at (p <.002). Therefore, these statistical tests
H5pothesis 2.
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InordertotestHypothesis3,thevariablesaretestedusingthePearson
product-moment corr;lation coefficient (Pearson's r) to determine the
ielationship between market risk narrative understandability scores and other
variables. The results reveal that the notional amount of financial derivatives
are statistically significantatp < '05 (r = '61)' Therefore' Hypothesis 3 is
,oppon a. fnis R-nOing provides some evidence to support the theory that
tinan"iat firm actively ilvolved in the derivatives activity are concerned about
the understandability level of the market risk information disclosed in the
annual report.
Uypotfresis 4 expresses that there is relationship between. the first
languageofthecounffywherethefinancialfirmisbasedandunderstanda.
biliiy ievel. In other words the first language of the country in which the
financial firm is does influence the readability level of market risk narratives
written in Engtish' In order to test Hypothesis 4, using on the Bormuth (1968)
cloze scorea.it"rion, we divide the scores into two categories; "understand-
able (more than 57 per cent) and les$understaridable (below than 57 per cent)'
We also divide the scores into two groups with respect to language:
Group A: financial firms which are based in a country where English is the
first language;
and
Group S: financial firms which are based in a country where English is not
the first language.
ThesummaryofclozescoresformarketrisknarrativesfromEnglishand
non-native Engliih speaking preparers shows that the average cloze scotefor
financialnrmsinEnglishspeatingcountriesis55.5percentcomparedtothe
averagefornon.nativeEnglishspeakingcountrieswhichis53.4Tpercent.
then-we test this hypothesis using the Fisher Exact Test, since the expected
frequencies of the test are less than 5. The Fisher Exact Test shows that the
relationshipisnotsignificantp>.10(l+ailed).Theresultssuggestthatthe
first language of the prep*"ri do.t not have a significant influence on the
unOerstidaUility of market risk information and the results do not support
Hypothesis 4.
CONCLUSIONS
The study has sought to examine the understandability level of market risk
narrative disclosures in the annual reports, using the cloze ptocedute. Twelve
financial firms which has international dealings with financial derivati
instruments were selected for this field experiment'
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The study finds that the mean cloze score for subjects tested using a marketft narrative is 54.65 per cent. Based on the Bormuth (1968) cloze score
rderion, theoretically the market risk narrative is not understandable for
L-rristisnlgd readers.The implication of this result is that the narrative is almost
minly inaccessible for unsophisticated users. According to Chang, Most,
rd Brain (1983) and Lee and Tweedie (1975), unsophisticated users of
reunting information rely almost exclusively on the financial narrative in
Lfo use of financial reports.
Enancial firms must be concerned with the importance of communi-dlg information about market risk effectively. Financial report preparerstuld acknowledge that all the information in the annual report should be
*rsandable for the majority of readers (Parker 1986). Financial firms shouldfr realise that the users of their annual reports include account holders or
,ltrners who possess different levels of knowledge and experience. Thisqir user group should not be deprived, through lack of understandability
'lh rccess to such important information, since it may have catastrophic
s for their banks,
The results from this study show that financial firms should also move
improving the understandability level of their narrative. Although
as there are no special guidelines that may be followed, Adelberg
1982) suggests that the narratives may be improved by trial and error
ions. To implement this they could use cloze procedures to provide feed-
via field trials of the understandability levels of early drafts of market
nfiratives. If the scores compare unfavourably with the 57 per cent
level, drafts should be revised until the scores of subsequent c/oee
Eet this criterion.
Ihe findings from this study also show that the understandability levels
risk nanatives produced by financial firms in countries where English
ft first language is not significantly different from that of narratives
by financial firms in countries where English is the second or third
rye. This is probably that in the latter countries, English is rnore accept-d commonly used in business communication and in social life. For
in Malaysia, although Bahasa Melayu (Malay Language) is the
language, English is preferred language of business and reporting.
, on discussing this issue, we may also not disregard the possibility
the English version of annual reports are quite possibly translated by
for whom English is a first language.
LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY AND FUTIjRE RESEARCH
drirg on the results of this study, it is important to bear in mind the
of cloze procedure. As highlighted by Jones (1997), there are legiti-@rns about the cloze procedure's measurement of comprehension,
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its validity, and the precise meaning of cloze score. Therefore, future research
is needed to establish how well the cloze procedure actually does measure the
understandability of accounting narratives, and to determine appropriate
criterion reference scores for accounting narratives. However, until a better
technique is found, in the author's opinion, the cloze technique remains a
most excellent technique for assessing understandability.
In this study, the subjects selected were 200 academics from higher
institutions in the United Kingdom. In order to enhance generalisability of the
findings, the study should be repeated on other professional groups who have
more experience, for example banking analysts. In addition, an increase in
sample size to provide a higher response rate is suggested in order to verify
the statistical validity of the findings.
NOTES
L General readability formulas (Flesclr.Reading Ease Formula, Dale-chall Formul4
Fog, Smog, Lix, etc.) are out of consideration because as many argue (e.g., Jones
1996,1997; Smith & Taff7er 1992a,1992b) these formulas are not appropriate for the
understandability study.
2. According to Sangha (1995), the amount does not mean the level of market risk
a particular financial firm is exposed to, however, it is a useful indicator of the level
of a firm's activity in the derivatives markets.
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APPENDX A
AN INSTRUCTION SHEET
IEf,t consists of two passages taken from annual reports of the same financial
The first passage is the market risk narratives and the second passage is selected
However, both passages are from the Management's Discussion and Analysis
both passages, a number of words have been omitted from the passages and
by a broken line. The broken lines are all of the same size and do not indicate
of the words they replace. Your task is to replace the missing word with
estimate of the precise word that has been deleted.
ability to make correct predictions will reflect your understanding of the
ud the ease with the information is being conveyed. Use all the evidence that
to you in the surrounding text, because the context in which successive
E)pears, and punctuation, will help to provide you the clues.
words will be easier to fill than others (e.g., words like "a", ,'the", ..and",
Others will be more difficult, and you may need to reread whole
before you can confidently predict the deletions. Whether the prediction
c difficult, make the best guess that you can and avoid leaving any blanks.
arising from ......... activities and risks deriving the impact of
f:---.... fluctuations on the management ......... the group's balance
Yith ......... same method.
pedictions of each omission are:
aising from TRADING activities and risks deriving FROM the impact
llflE fluctuations on the management OF the group's balance SEEEI[ are
THE same method.
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APPENDX B
SAMPLE OF CLOZETEST: MARKET RISK NARRATTVE
ADVANT BANK
MARKET RISK NARRAITVE
Market risk is measured and monitored on a daily basis through a value-at-risk (VaR)
methodology. The vAR is defined ......... the potential over night loss from
adverse market ........ ., with 97.57o confidence based ......... historical prices and
market ......... . The quantification of market ......... through a VAR methodology
......... a number of key ......... including confidence level for number of
days or history the holding period, ......... measurement of inter-business
correlation, the treafinent of risks ......... the VAR methodology, including
..,...... risk and liquidity risk. ......... approach utilised for these metho-
dological issues varies among ......... .
Based on actual 1996 ......... results, which capture historical ......... among
business units, 957o ......... the variation in the ......... daily trading results fell
a $10 million band ......... on the daily average ......... for the year.
vAR .....,... not an absolute measure ......... market risk under all .....,... for
all products. In ......... to VAR calculation, the ......... performs alternative scenario
analyses estimate the economic impact ..,.,. ... sudden market movements on
......... portions of the trading ......... . The results of these along with the
professional of experienced business managers, ...,..... used to supplement
the ......... methodology and capture additional ......... risks, including concentra-
tion, liquidity, and historical volatility and ......... reliance risks.
In addition vAR limits, the Bank's risk management process
incorporates other types of risk ......... non statistical limits, and .........
advisories. Non-statistical measures include .........open positions, basis point .........,
position concentrations and position Stop-loss advisories are also
advise senior management ......... losses of a certain ........, are sustained from
..,...... activity.
lb Communicative Effectiveness of Market Risk Disclosures
APPENDX C
SAMPLE OF CLOZE TEST: OTHER NARRATTVE
ADVANT BANK
OTHER NARRATIVES
risk for both lending-related products and derivatives and foreign exchange
represents the possibility that a loss may occur if a borrower or counterparty
to honour fully the terms of a contract. Under the direction of ......... Chief
Officer, risk ......... and guidelines are formulated and communicated
the.........; andseniorcreditexecutives,......... themajorlinesof.........,
responsible for maintaining ......,.. sound credit process, addressing
and reviewing the ......... .
The Bank's credit risk ......... is an integrated process concurrently at
transaction portfolio levels. For credit ........., business professionals
shategies, ....:.... markets, and determine acceptable ......... of risk. Credit
with business originators during ......... underwriting process to
to risk policies.
Portfolio lowers the Bank's risk In addition to the .........
by the expanse ......... the Bank's businesses, the ......... diversifies by
and ......... credit assets such as thereby seeking to avoid .........
oncentrations.
I-oan Portfolio: The consumer ......... commercial segments of the ..,.,.... have
risk characteristics ......... different techniques are utilised measure
their ........, credit.,risks. The consumer ,.,.,.,,. risk management process
credit scoring and other ......... methods to differentiate risk .........
management procedures include ......... both loan origination credit
ban performance quality The consumer portfolio review ......... also
evaluating product-line geographic diversity and consumer .........
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